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DIRECTIONS: Read the articles about Abstract Expressionism and answer the comprehension questions at
the end.

Abstract

Expressionism
History and Artists

General Overview
The Abstract Art movement, known as Abstract Expressionism, took place in the United States. In
its purest form, Abstract Art has no subject. It is just lines, shapes, and colors. The Abstract Art movement is
called Abstract Expressionism because, although the art has no subject, it is still trying to convey some kind of
emotion.
When Was the Abstract Art Movement?
The Abstract Expressionism movement began in the 1940s in New York City after World War II.
However, the first real Abstract Art was painted earlier by some Expressionists, especially Kandinsky in the
early 1900s.
What Are the Characteristics of Abstract Art?
The main characteristic of abstract art is that it has no recognizable subject. Some Abstract Artists
had theories on the emotions that were caused by certain colors and shapes. They planned out their
seemingly random paintings to the last detail. Other Abstract Artists painted with emotion and randomness
hoping to capture their emotion and subconscious thoughts on the canvas.
Interesting Facts about Abstract Art
●
●
●

Before World War II, Paris had been the center for most new modern art trends. After World War II,
New York City emerged as a major center for artists.
A movement similar to Abstract Art was launched in the early 1900s in Italy called Futurism. One of
Futurism's major artists was Giacomo Balla.
One of the most extreme styles of Abstract Art was called Suprematism. Russian Artist Kasimir
Malevich painted in this style. One of his paintings was a white square painted on to a white
background.

Famous Abstract Artists
● Vasily Kandinsky - Kandinsky is considered the father of abstract painting. In an effort to capture
sound and emotion in art, he painted some of the first major abstract works.
● Piet Mondrian - Mondrian developed an Abstract painting style that involved straight lines and colored
rectangles. He called this type of painting "The Style."
● Jackson Pollock - Pollock created his paintings without using brush strokes in what would later be
called Action Painting. He became famous for his large paintings made with dribbles and splashes of
paint.
● Mark Rothko - Rothko's paintings are known for their large vibrant blocks of color.

Examples of Abstract Art
If you are able to access the Internet, try doing an image search of the artworks listed below so you
can see them in full color!

White Center: Yellow, Pink and
Lavender on Rose (Mark Rothko)
Mark Rothko painted a number of
paintings that were basically large blocks
of color. Like this painting, there was
usually a border and the edges of the
blocks blurred together. Rothko didn't say
what the painting was supposed to mean.
He left interpretations up to the viewer.

Composition II in Red, Blue, and
Yellow (Piet Mondrian)
Piet Mondrian painted with precision
and geometric shapes. In this painting
he creates a sense of balance using
straight black lines, white spaces, and
primary colors. He painted many other
pictures using the same style.

Composition 8 (Vasily Kandinsky)
Kandisnky created some of the earliest
abstract works, with his work becoming
increasingly abstract throughout his
career. As in this painting, many of his
works attempted to artistically capture
sound, music, and emotion.

No. 5, 1948 (Jackson Pollock)
Jackson Pollock created his own
unique style of painting. He would splash
and dribble paint onto the canvas straight
from the can. In this painting yellow and
brown paint is drizzled to create an
interesting nest of colors and textures.

Rythme (Sonia Delaunay)
Sonia Delaunay co-founded the
Orphism art movement, noted for its use
of strong colours and geometric shapes.
Her work in modern design included the
concepts of geometric abstraction, and
the integration of furniture, fabrics, wall
coverings, and clothing into her art
practice.

Suprematist Composition: White on
White (Kazimir Malevich)
This artwork, made in 1918, was one of
the most radical pieces of art in its day.
Malevich wanted to depict lightness and
freedom with his use of white, saying,
“Swim in the free white abyss, infinity is
before you.”

Comprehension Questions
Please answer in complete sentences. You may use another piece of paper if you need more room.

1. Where did the Abstract Expressionism movement take place (city and country)? ___________
___________________________________________________________________________
2. What is the main characteristic of abstract art? _____________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
3. Name two of the art movements that came out of abstract expressionism (hint: look in the
“Interesting Facts” section). _____________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
4. Which one of the example artworks stands out the most to you? Why?___________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Element of Art: Shape

In art, a shape can be defined as the 2-D product of two ends of a line joining up. Shapes fall
into two categories: geometric and organic.  Geometric shapes are mathematical, symmetrical,
and not found in nature, such as squares, circles, and triangles. Organic shapes are imperfect,
free-flowing, and more likely to be found in the natural world. Practice some of the geometric and
organic shapes below:

Directions: On the blank to the left of each image, write a “G” if it is a Geometric shape, and an “O” if
it is an Organic shape.

Shape Activity Choice Board
Choose two of the shape activities below and complete them separately or on the next page.
Concentric Circles with Kandinsky

Directions: Kandinsky was
synaesthetic, meaning he
could “hear colors” and “see
sounds.” He would try to
depict how colors made him
feel. First, split your art space
into a grid. Next, using
whatever materials you have
(colored pencils, crayons,
paint, chalk, etc.), fill the grid with concentric circle-ish
shapes like Kandinsky. Try to use colors that reflect what
you are feeling while you create it.

3-D Art with Mondrian

Directions: Think outside the box!
Use blocks, legos, or other 3-D
objects to create a Mondrian-style
piece of art. You could even use a
3-D building game or app like
Minecraft or Roblox Remember to
stick to white, black, and primary
colors (red, blue, and yellow). If you
can, take a picture of your creation
and email it to your art teacher!

Abstract an Object
Through Repetition

Directions: Draw a simple
shape on a piece of thick
paper or cardboard and cut
it out. Trace the shape
many times on your art
space, overlapping to
create new and interesting
shapes. Erase the lines
where your shapes overlap Then, color in the
background--you can use just one color, or use several
colors and patterns to enhance your design.

Draw a Still Life

Directions: Choose 3-5 objects
from around you and arrange
them in an interesting way.
Think about using objects with a
variety of heights, widths, and
textures. Draw your objects,
doing your best to observe the
shapes and details of your
objects, as well as the light and dark areas. When you are
finished drawing, add color for even more realism!

Fashion Design with
Delaunay
Directions: Sonia
Delaunay was not only
a painter--she also
designed textiles,
furniture, and
costumes! Design a
piece of clothing (shirt, dress, shoes) or accessory
(jewelry, bag) inspired by Delaunay’s art. Remember
to use only geometric shapes.
Mondrian’s Art-Music
Challenge

Directions: Mondrian found tons of
inspiration from music called
“boogie-woogie.” Listen to your
favorite style of music for about 10
minutes, drawing shapes that match
the musical rhythms and sounds.
Try connecting shapes as you go.
Your drawing does not need to look like a Mondrian. When
you are done, color in your new artwork!

Shape Challenge
Directions: Try drawing a
complicated subject, such as
an animal, person, car,
building, etc., using only one
repeated geometric shape,
such as a circle, square, or
triangle. The shapes can be
different sizes, but should be
the same general shape.
How many details can you
add?
Draw Cartoons with an Online Tutorial

Directions: Cartoonists are experts at creating drawings
that start with the most basic shapes. If you are able,
follow an online tutorial to guide you through the process
of using shapes to become better at drawing!
Recommended Channels:
● Christopher Hart https://www.youtube.com/
user/chrishartbooks/videos
● Art for Kids Hub
https://www.youtube.com/user/ArtforKidsHub

Shape Choice Board Activities

Use this space to create your choice board artworks.
Choice 1:

Choice 2:

Coloring: Vasily Kandinsky
Directions: Color one of Kandinsky’s artworks. Try coloring while you listen to your favorite kind of
music, matching your colors to the energy of the music. You can add extra lines and shapes to put
even more of a unique spin on it.

TV personalities provide a peek at their homes
during coronavirus broadcasts
By Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff on 04.10.20

\

V producers told Craig Melvin to pick the room in his house with the strongest wireless Internet
signal for the first broadcast from his Connecticut home in mid-March. Melvin, a host on the "Today"
show, went to his home office.
Two minutes before airtime, his director said, "Wow. That is some wallpaper, huh?"
The navy and white palm tree pattern was bold and busy, and viewers noticed. He has heard more
about that wallpaper "than anything I've done on NBC," Melvin said with a laugh. "Everyone has an
opinion."
The wallpaper was a hit on Melvin's Instagram, with fans calling it "fabulous." Some leaders at the
television company, however, did not love it. Melvin's children, 6 years old and 3 years old, realized
Daddy was home and ran in during the show. By Day 2, Melvin was broadcasting from his basement
instead.

However, the wallpaper lives on in an ad video by MSNBC.
Melvin was asked to work from home after a "Today" show worker got the coronavirus. The virus
causes a flu-like illness called COVID-19. COVID-19 is short for coronavirus disease 2019. It began
in China and has been spreading across the globe since December 2019.
Familar Faces In Unfamilar Settings

The spreading illness means that America is seeing familiar faces in an unfamiliar setting: their
homes. Some are elegant and some are bare. All show something we never knew about their
owners, whom we welcome into our living rooms every day.
On March 20, Anderson Cooper stood in his home wearing a dark T-shirt, facing the camera. "Tens
of millions more Americans saw their world shrink to four walls, or the walls of their homes, myself
included," said Cooper. He was speaking on his CNN show "Anderson Cooper 360." He stood
against a backdrop of leather-bound books, a globe and a chandelier.
These spaces have a make-do quality. It somehow
makes their owners a bit more human.
Sue Palka is a meteorologist at Washington, D.C.'s
Fox 5. She started broadcasting March 23 from her
Maryland home office with her two cats, Murphy and
Lily. The cats are stealing the show. They are sitting
next to her, staring into the camera, jumping on the
back of a chair and trying to snuggle in her lap.
"At first I was worried that I should email my boss and ask him if I should keep out the cats," Palka
said. "But now the feedback is all about the cats and not about the weather."
The cats are keeping her calm "on these anxiety-filled days," Palka said.
Offices, Basements, Guest Rooms

The most popular setting for most media types is their home office, or what looks like an office.
Some are guest bedrooms turned into mini-broadcasting studios. Some are dark basements and
some are kitchens.
Designers are seeing their work show up in unexpected places. Gayle King is a co-host of "CBS This
Morning." She shared a photo of herself on Instagram setting up her computer in her kitchen. In the
background, Sheila Bridges spotted the yellow Harlem Toile de Jouy wallpaper she designed.
"Watching these new settings for the news media, you see that almost everybody seems to have

wallpaper," Bridges said. "It's a glimpse into people's homes that we otherwise would not have. I
think those of us who are designers are watching and saying, 'Oh, I think that looks really good.
And that looks really terrible.'" Bridges, of course, loves King's kitchen.
Bookcases Most Popular Background

Many hosts select bookcases as their background. It's scholarly, serious and sends a message about
their education and sophistication. Some bookcases are simple but some are elaborate, with
beautiful wood and fancy lighting. Other peeks into hosts' personalities turn up on shelves. They
have college coffee mugs, awards, diplomas and kids' toys.
Then there are the books themselves. Viewers get to see people's book collections.
That's assuming you can actually see the books. Dim lighting and muffled sound are common on
new sets until producers and crew figure out the right setup.
One thing that's easier in this new TV world is getting dressed. You can wear pretty much whatever
you want. On his March 23 show, Ryan Seacrest wore tie-dye sweats while filming at home.

Text Response to “TV Personalities Provide A
Peek….”
Read the paragraph below from the introduction [paragraphs 1-5].
The wallpaper was a hit on Melvin's Instagram, with fans calling it "fabulous."
Some leaders at the television company, however, did not love it. Melvin's children, 6
years old and 3 years old, realized Daddy was home and ran in during the show. By
Day 2, Melvin was broadcasting from his basement instead.
Directions: For the following questions, choose the best answer or respond in
complete sentences.
1. Which of the following is the MOST accurate explanation of what this
paragraph means?
(A) Melvin moved to his basement to get away from distractions while filming.
(B) Melvin moved to his basement because people liked the wallpaper.
(C) Melvin's children forced him to stop broadcasting from home.
(D) Melvin's children caused him to start filming from his office
Read the section "Bookcases Most Popular Background”

2.
Which sentence from the section shows WHY hosts choose bookcases as
their background?
(A) Many hosts pick bookcases as their background.
(B) It's smart looking, serious and sends a message about their education and
sophistication.
(C) Some bookcases are simple but some are special, with beautiful wood and
fancy lighting.
(D) Dim lighting and quieted sound are common on new sets until producers and
crew figure out the right setup.

3.

What effect do Sue Palka's cats have on her viewers?
(A) They are more interested in learning about the weather.
(B) They are questioning whether the cats should be in the room.
(C) They are reacting more to the cats than to the weather.
(D) They are choosing not to watch her weather reports anymore.

4.

What effect does working from home have on Ryan Seacrest's wardrobe?
(A) He is selecting clothes that are less dressed up than usual.
(B) He is choosing clothes that are much more professional.
(C) He has not changed the way he dresses since working from home.
(D) It is harder for him to pick out what he is going to wear.

Fill in the paragraph below using the words from the word bank.
Since the arrival of __________________, there have been some
changes to what viewers see when they watch the _____________.
Several TV watchers had the pleasure of seeing Craig Melvin’s
_______________ run across the camera during a show. Another example
of unexpected __________________ took place when weather person Sue
Palka got a surprise greeting from her _______________. You might think
that these apparent _____________________ would frustrate news people
and viewers. However, everyone is making ______________________ in
order to get the job ______________.

WORD
BANK:

cats

adjustments

Coronavirus
done

activity
news

problems

children
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Practice your academic language at home by completing the reading, writing, listening and
speaking activities in this packet. This work should take about 1.5 hrs. for the week.

Activity 1: Read the bank of words and definitions below. Create a picture for each word.
WORD BANK
Word + Definition
influence – power to change, affect, or
control someone or something

positive – good attitude

determination – doing what it takes to get
something done

individual – one person

achievement – a goal reached

Picture

Activity 2:

Look at the following pictures. Complete the sentence frames below.

Lionel Messi
$77 million

J.K. Rowling
$1 billion

Drake
$130 million

Firefighter
$47,000

Lionel Messi is
successful because…

I believe Drake is
successful because…

J.K. Rowling is a successful
woman because…

These firefighters are
successful because…

___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________

__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

Activity 3:
Read the quotation about success two times to yourself and once to
somebody at home.

“Success can be measured not only in achievements,
but in lessons learned, lives touched, and
moments shared along the way.”
-

Anonymous

(author unknown)

Activity 4:

Explain the quotation to somebody at home using this sentence frame.

I think this quote means_______________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ .

Activity 5:

Use the Word Bank from Activity 1 to help you complete the paragraph frame.

From my perspective, successful people _________________________________________,
_______________________________________________________________________ and
__________________________________________________________________________.
First, an individual who _____________________________________________ is successful
because ___________________________________________________________________.
Some people are successful when they __________________________________________.
For example, _______________________________________________________________.
Last, a person who _________________________________________ is successful because
__________________________________________________________________________.
My biggest achievement was when _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________.

Activity 6:

Read your paragraph to someone at home.

Activity 7: [EXTENSION] Draw a picture in each box to show a personal example for each type
of success.
Achievement

Lesson Learned

Life Touched

Moment Shared

For Fun!
Remove this page and the gameboard from the packet. Play the language game
with other people in your house. Find fun objects in the house to use for playing
pieces. Cut out the number cards below, mix them up and draw for how many
spaces to move.
Directions:
1. Draw a number card. Move forward that number of spaces.
2. Read the prompt on the space.
3. Think about your answer.
4. Say: “For me, three _________________ are ____________________. I have
chosen these because ___________________________________________.”
5. Next player completes Directions 1 through 4.
6. Take turns until you have a winner!

1

2

3

3

2

1
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Generation Zzzzzzzz
OBJECTIVES: To describe the costs of sleep deprivation, understand the benefits of sleep, and
identify methods for improving sleep.
ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How does sleep affect my physical and emotional health?

Instructions:
1. Read the Choices Magazine article “Generation ZZZZZZZZ.”
2. Complete the Vocabulary worksheet as well as the Closer Reading Questions
worksheet.
3. Over the rest of the week complete the My Sleep Diary.
4. For an additional challenge become a sleep advocate, use positive peer pressure to
make getting a good night’s sleep the sought-after alternative.

SEPTEMBER 2017
THE CURRENT HEALTH & LIFE-SKILLS MAGAZINE FOR TEENS

™

YOUR HEALTH PAGES 10–15

®

DATE:

NAME:

Vocab: Generation Zzzzzzzz
Directions: Using the Word Bank below, fill in the blank spaces in the following sentences.

Word Bank
melatonin
epidemic

circadian rhythm

hazardous
recuperate

1. Driving while sleep-deprived can be just as ______________ as driving under the
influence of alcohol or drugs.

2. Experts say the teen sleep crisis has become a public health ______________.

3. As a teen, your ______________, or natural body clock, shifts and makes it difficult
for you to fall asleep before 11 p.m.

4. The glow from your screen can keep your brain from releasing ______________, the
sleep hormone that causes you to get drowsy.

5. Sleep is essential to growth, as it lets your cells repair themselves and your
muscles ______________.
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Close Reading Questions
Generation Zzzzzzzz
1. Why is it difficult for teens to fall asleep before 11 p.m.?

2. How do smartphones impact our ability to fall and stay asleep?

3. W
 hat are some things you can do if you’re having a hard time falling asleep? List at least three.

Scholastic Inc. grants teacher-subscribers to Choices permission to reproduce this page for use in their classrooms. Copyright ©2017 by Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved.
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My Sleep Diary
Directions: For the next school week, you’re going to use the chart below to track how much sleep you get
and how it affects your mood. Be prepared to reflect on what you learn afterward!
Part 1:
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

The time I
woke up

The time I
went to bed

How I felt
throughout
the day

Part 2: Once you’re done tracking your sleep habits, answer the following questions.
What patterns did you notice while tracking your sleep this week?

What is your bedtime routine? What changes could you make to ensure you get enough sleep?
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Sleep Advocacy
DIRECTIONS: Young teens often see a lack of sleep as a badge of honor. But in this activity, you’re going to use
positive peer pressure to make getting a good night’s sleep the sought-after alternative.
Step 1: The Message
What would you like younger teens to know about the amazing benefits of sleep?

Pick one benefit or specific idea to focus on, and brainstorm catchy or memorable ways to relay your message. (It
should be no longer than a sentence or two.) Circle the one you decide to use.

Step 2: The Design
Using Canva.com, you’ll pick a social media template and create a simple post or meme for your message. Print
out two copies and paste one below or on the back of this worksheet.

Step 3: The Collage
Your teacher will now select a few members of the class to put together a collage of the memes. Once the poster
is finished, decide as a class where to hang it—it should be somewhere the rest of the school can be inspired by it!

Scholastic Inc. grants teacher-subscribers to Choices permission to reproduce this page for use in their classrooms. Copyright ©2017 by Scholastic Inc. All rights reserved.
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Student # __________________

I can use properties of operations to write equivalent expressions, and use them to
solve problems.

equivalent expressions: expressions that have the same value. x + 2 + 3 + x and 2x + 5 are
equivalent expressions.
distributive property allows you to  distribute a factor over the terms in a sum without changing
the overall value.
Examples: 2(3 + 5)= 2(3) + 2(5)
4(x + 7) = 4(x) + 4(7)
like terms: terms in an expression that have the same variable raised to the same power.
(Constants are like terms too.)
Examples:
x and 5x are like terms.
34 and 1.25 and ¾ are like terms.

x2 and
42x2 are like terms.
Let’s practice writing equivalent expressions.
1. Apply the distributive property to write an equivalent expression for each expression given:
a. 2(x + 13) = ____x + _____
b. -3(y + 22) = _________________________
c. ½ (x + 7) = __________________________
d. - ⅔ (x - 9) = __________________________
2. Pull out common factors to write equivalent expressions.
a. 3x + 12 = 3(____ + ____)
b. -3(y + 22) = _________________________
c. ½ (x + 7) = __________________________
d. - ⅔ (x - 9) = __________________________
3. Write two expressions that are equal to:
a. 2(x + 31)= ________________________ = _____________________________
b. 3(-y + 5) = _________________________ = _____________________________

Check these answers from page 1: 1b. -3y + 66; 2c. ½ x + 3 ½ .
When determining if expressions are equivalent, carefully evaluate or simplify them to find out. If the
simplified expressions have a variable, you may use substitution (put a number in for the variable) to
make sure the values are equal.
Study the sample problem, then answer questions 1 - 3.

Solve:
4.

5.

____________________________________________________________________________________
Study the example showing different ways to write an expression for a problem. Then solve
problems 1 -

4. The perimeter of a square (the distance around the outside) is 8x + 20. Sketch a square and label the side
lengths. Hint: How many sides were added together to get the 8x + 20? Can you write an equivalent
expression showing that number as one factor? ____( ____ + ____)

5. The length of a rectangle is 4 times its width.
Write two or three different expressions to describe its
perimeter.

6. Each of the two congruent sides of an isosceles
triangle has a length of 2x - 1.5, and the
third side has a length of x + 3. Label the sides
with their lengths. Then write 2 expressions for
its perimeter.

7.

Challenge Problems (optional)
1.

2.

3.

Extension Problem (optional)

Daily Fitness Challenge
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.

20 Jumping Jacks
30 Second Plank
10 Mountain Climbers
10 Push Ups
20 Sit Ups
5 Cartwheels
Headstand
4 Somersaults
10 Triceps Dips
5 Squat Jumps
Arm Stretch 10 sec
Arm Circles 10 times

M. 10 Jump Knee Tucks

N. 5 Lunges Per Leg
O. 5 Burpees
P. 10 Sec Butterfly Stretch
Q. Run in Place 1 Min.
R. 10 Jumping Jacks
S. 5 Jump Knee Tucks
T. 5 Sit Ups
U. 15 Second Plank
V. 3 Cartwheels
W. 5 Triceps Dips
X. 2 Somersaults
Y. 5 Lunges
Z. 10 Second Break

Spell the day of the week for your daily workout.
Of course, you can use this to spell anything else you
would like and benefit a full body workout.

Partner Fitness

With a sibling or family member (or even an imaginary
friend!!!), complete these exercises while alternating
between you and your partner. Each Rotation should last
60 seconds. Try your best to complete the exercise(s) for
the entire 60 second duration. If you need to modify the
activity in order to complete the full length of time, please
do so! If you do this activity as outlined, you’ll be done
with your workout in 14 minutes!!!
Rotation

Exercise
YOU complete

Exercise your
PARTNER completes

#1

Jog

Push-Ups

#2

Push-Ups

Jog

#3

Jog

Crab Kicks

#4

Crab Kicks

Jog

#5

Jog

Curl-Ups

#6

Curl-Ups

Jog

#7

Jog

Lower Body Stretches

#8

Lower Body Stretches

Jog

#9

Jog

Lunges

#10

Lunges

Jog

#11

Jog

Upper Body Stretches

#12

Upper Body Stretches

Jog

#13

Jog

YOUR CHOICE!

#14

YOUR CHOICE!

Jog
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7th Grade World History
Week #2 April 27th
Instructions

Compelling Question:
What do you do if your country goes underwater?
Standards:
7.15 Explain how the physical and human characteristics of places and regions connect to human
identities and cultures.
7.5 Compare historical and contemporary means of changing societies and prompting the common
good.
7.26 Analyze cause and effect relationships within the living histories of ethnic groups, religious
groups and other traditionally marginalized groups in the Eastern Hemisphere.

Directions:
Activity #1 – Climate Change Notes
Read through the notes provided. Number the paragraphs. Circle key terms and
underline main ideas
Activity #2 – Picture Preview Activity
Based on what you see in the pictures, what are some potential issues that impact the
people in the Marshall Islands.
Activity #3 – Marshall Island article
Read the article “Rising seas give island nation a stark choice: relocate or elevate”.
Number the paragraphs. Circle key terms and underline main ideas
Activity #4 – One-Pager
Using the information from activities 1-3, create a one-page poster explaining the four
main plans to help people on the Marshall Islands. Then choose your won plan using at
least 5 sentences to justify your answer.

Challenge:
You are living in an unprecedented time. What you are doing today in
quarantine is a living history that others will look to in the future to
understand. As an enrichment activity, I challenge you to write a journal
entry or story, create a song, compose a poem or find some other way
to express what you are experiencing under quarantine. Who knows,
maybe one day a student of the future will read your work and know
what it was like to live in 2020. You can be their primary source!

Name:_______________________________________________Period:________
Rising seas give island nation a stark choice: relocate or elevate. Climate change
means the low-lying Marshall Islands must consider drastic measures, including
building new artificial islands.

BY JON LETMAN

PUBLISHED NOVEMBER 19, 2018

The navigational expertise of Marshall Islanders is legendary. For thousands of years,
Marshallese have embraced their watery environment, building a culture on more than 1,200 islands scattered across 750,000 square miles of ocean.

But powerful tropical cyclones, damaged reefs and fisheries, worsening droughts, and sea-level rise threaten the coral reef atolls of this
area, forcing the Marshallese to navigate a new reality. Marshall Islanders face a difficult choice: relocate or elevate. One idea being considered is
the construction of a new island or raising an existing one. With 600 billion tons of melting ice flowing into oceans that are absorbing heat twice as
fast as 18 years ago, the Marshallese will need to move fast.

A report published by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) in October highlighted different projected outcomes from a
temperature rise of 1.5°C versus 2°C. In the report, small-island developing countries are identified as being at a significantly higher risk of negative
consequences of global warming. Among them, four atoll nations: Kiribati, Tuvalu, the Maldives, and the Marshall Islands, are at greatest risk.
According to IPCC statistics, global temperatures could exceed a 3°C above pre-industrial temperature increase by 2100 with global-mean sea level
rise projected between one and four feet or higher. Absent extraordinary measures, climate change could make the Marshall Islands uninhabitable.

In July, speaking at a climate change conference on Majuro, capital of the Marshall Islands, University of Hawaii climate scientist Chip
Fletcher discussed possible adaptation measures. When Fletcher presented a map showing Majuro flooded under three feet of water, there was a
gasp in the room. For climate activists in the Pacific, “1.5 to stay alive,” has been the mantra of survival.

“We’re going to miss 1.5°C,” Fletcher told his audience, but added, “there’s something we can do about it.”

Citing examples of land reclamation in the Maldives, the United Arab Emirates, and elsewhere, Fletcher says dredging a shallow area of
Majuro lagoon may be one option for building an island high enough to be secure. “Dredging and reclaiming land, there’s nothing new about that.
There’s not some magic technology. It’s just really expensive,” Fletcher says. “The other element is that it’s environmentally damaging.” And while
the environmental costs would be high, Fletcher says, “I would rather destroy some reef than see an entire culture go extinct.”

The urgency has always been there

Mark Stege, a climate consultant and Maloelap atoll councilman who has been working on climate
adaptation projects since 2010, notes people have been engineering the Marshall Islands for decades, going
back to dredging by the U.S. military to fill in the mejje, or reef flats between islands. He stresses the
importance of community-based resource management and environmental monitoring. Only reluctantly does
he admit dredging in Majuro lagoon is on a very short list of realistic options.

“I firmly believe that island building is going to have to happen,” Stege says. “I’ve tried to say it in a nicer way, but it’s tough to say that
publicly.” Before that can happen, he says a lot of survey work must be conducted to determine suitable sites for possible elevation work.

No matter what is decided, Stege argues it’s important for Marshallese to be at the center of the work—not on the sidelines of a foreign-led
effort. The sense of urgency is nothing new. “I think that the urgency has always been there with other important issues—health issues related to
the nuclear weapons testing legacy, building educational capacity, unemployment, and climate change.”

“If we’re going to raise islands,” he says, “we should also raise the well-being of the people living on those islands.”

Reducing the impact of climate change

Marshall Islands President Hilda Heine told National Geographic that her country’s focus has been on
reducing climate change but says there is a need for a greater emphasis on adaptation, including the consideration of
building higher ground. First, public consultation must take place. Local governments, iroij or chiefs, clan heads, and
other traditional leaders all need to be part of the conversation, she says.

“For considerations, people would need to think whether we should just let our islands go and everybody
move out or having a certain place designated and built upon,” Heine says. Currently Heine’s administration is conducting preliminary discussions
and preparing to formulate a National Adaptation Plan. Building an island high enough to provide safe refuge would be very expensive, and the
president says working with partner nations like the U.S., Taiwan and Japan will be critical. But she adds, “only if the Marshallese people are
completely on board with such an idea, then we can… seek assistance from outside.”

The United States, which conducted 67 nuclear tests in the Marshall Islands between 1946 and 1958, has negotiated a Compact of Free
Association that allows some 28,000 Marshallese to live and work in the U.S. The U.S. also operates a multi-billion dollar missile testing installation
at Kwajalein atoll, which is highly vulnerable to climate change impacts.

“I think it’s very clear that if you’re a Marshallese, you would want to make sure that the culture and the place and the identity doesn’t
disappear,” Heine says. Completely leaving and abandoning the islands, she says, would have extremely negative impact on the preservation of
Marshallese culture and territorial and political sovereignty. For centuries, Marshall Islanders have been tied to their ancestral lands through
families and clans. Forced relocation from one island to another resulting from nuclear testing led to urbanization and a disruption of the traditional
way people passed land to others. If climate change demands the Marshallese to elevate land and consolidate the resident population of 55,000
people, ancestral land ties will be further disrupted.

“We don’t just select to live on certain islands,” Heine says. “Everybody lives on their island because that’s where they belong to. Moving
from one island to another is not a straight move. It’s not just so simple.”

Ben Graham, chief secretary and advisor to the president, notes that in a country where the government owns less than one percent of the
land, people’s identities are tied to specific land parcels.

A ticking clock

Graham points to adaptation efforts already underway—strengthening water and food security, climate-proofing infrastructure, fortifying
shorelines, and other coastal protections. He calls building a new island the “ultimate last defense.” Any resources that would be diverted to build an
island, Graham says, will be done “to keep our heads above water.”

Coastal flooding has increased in the Marshall Islands and is expected to worsen. With limited time, consultations, studies, and adaptation
measures need to accelerate before occasional nuisance flooding becomes disruptive to island life. In the basketball-loving Marshall Islands,
Graham uses an apt analogy: “It sort of puts a shot clock on our existence,” he says. “It’s not a 30-second shot clock, but a 30-year shot clock.”

Adapted from:
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2018/11/rising-seas-force-marshall-islands-relocate-elevate-artificial-islands/

Pictures from:
https://www.google.com/search?q=marshall+islands&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS760US760&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjx9u_q4_XfAhUP3Z8KHdjABlYQ_AUIECgD&biw=1266&bih
=562&safe=active&ssui=on#imgrc=XIgVawL4bm0kdM:
https://www.radionz.co.nz/international/pacific-news/369340/marshalls-main-island-facing-weeks-of-power-rationing
https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/oceania/mh.htm
https://www.google.com/search?q=marshall+islands&rlz=1C1GCEA_enUS760US760&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi988Xx5vXfAhVdITQIHcTLAvYQ_AUIECgD&biw=1266&bih
=562&safe=active&ssui=on#imgrc=TACBc9bG53n9zM:

Activity #4 – One Pager

